Epcot Center in Orlando, FL, boasts $9 million in landscaping. The people and the plants behind Epcot Center are this month's cover story on page 24.
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Epcot Center: The Plant Men Behind the Magic
Selecting, finding, and maintaining plants characteristic of many nations in the Florida climate is only one part of the Epcot Center story. Perhaps the largest landscape project in the U.S. this decade.
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Making the Best of the U.S. Open
Oakmont Superintendent Paul Latshaw saw preparations for the U.S. Open as an opportunity to make changes in turfgrass and course layout. You don't have to host the Open to do what Latshaw did, but it helps.
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Layoffs May Not Pay Off
Labor lawyer Richard Lehr describes options to laying good workers off in the winter. Both employee and employer can benefit from an adjusted salary program, especially when you consider unemployment taxes.
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Branching Out: Condo Manager Adds Outside Accounts
Mike Frenette, landscape manager of Burns Management, a property management firm in Albany, NY, uses his crews on area maintenance work to cut overhead and add to revenues.
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